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Executive Summary 

 

This note proposes that emerging NSTIC-compliant identity ecosystems should support 

the following capabilities: 

 

 Trust frameworks that support the needs of various “trust communities” where 

consumers conduct high value transactions, such as access to health records and 

online financial transactions.  Such trust frameworks should support the needs of 

service providers for high assurance identity claims about consumers enrolling in 

high value, identity-dependent services, where these claims consist of verified 

attributes about consumers of interest to service providers within the trust 

community. 

 

 Trust frameworks that also support pseudonymous credentials, so that service 

providers can have high assurance that a returning consumer is the same one who 

initially enrolled, but where the service is not identity-dependent.   

 

 “Claims” tokens that securely convey verified identity attributes about consumers 

from an identity provider to a service provider that is enrolling a consumer in a 

high value, identity-dependent service. 

 

 Client-side X.509 certificates (“login certificates”) and corresponding private 

cryptographic keys on consumer devices that are usable by consumers, 

economical to deploy and manage, do not contain any personal information, can 

be bound to high value consumer accounts or protected resources for strong 

authentication of consumers for access to these accounts / resources (after 

enrollment), and that can be used without reliance on third party identity 

providers. 

 

 The ability of consumers to carry around their various login certificates and 

associated private keys on a single device, and a way to synchronize these 

credentials / keys among the different devices a consumer may want to use.   

 

 A way to provide consumers whose identities have been vetted (at a high 

assurance level) by identity providers within a trust community with a 

corresponding degree of assurance against being impersonated by fraudsters 

seeking to enroll in new services using the consumer’s identity, or seeking access 

to existing services already established by such consumers.   
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Introduction 

 

On April 15, 2011 the US government released the National Strategy for Trusted 

Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC), which proposes that the private sector lead the 

development and implementation of an “identity ecosystem” as a platform for 

establishing better trust among individuals and other entities engaged in online 

transactions.  More specifically, NSTIC “focuses on ways to establish and maintain 

trusted digital identities, which are critical for improving the security of online 

transactions.” 

 

One of the motivations for NSTIC is to help prevent various types of identity fraud.   

Identity fraud occurs when people seeking services from service providers are able to 

misrepresent their identities to those service providers, or to misrepresent other attributes 

about themselves.  This often occurs when personal information, such as a Social 

Security Number, is stolen and presented to a service provider in order to claim the 

identity of someone else.  It also occurs when someone claims a fictitious identity.  In 

order to prevent such identity fraud, service providers should not provide the requested 

service to someone unless the service provider can verify, with a certain level of 

confidence, that the person’s identity claim is legitimate.     

 

Adoption by service providers of an identity ecosystem compliant with NSTIC principles 

may or may not make it easier for those service providers to authenticate such claims.  In 

this note we propose some deployment considerations for an NSTIC-compliant identity 

ecosystem that may better enable providers of public-facing, high value services (such as 

online financial services, credit card payments, and access to health records) to better 

mitigate fraudulent identity claims, while at the same time providing 

consumers/individuals who have obtained NSTIC-compliant credentials with some 

measure of assurance against impersonation.  

 

How Identity Theft Harms Consumers  
 

Identity theft causes consumers to be harmed when: 

 

 New credit accounts such as loans, credit cards, charge cards, cell phone accounts, 

etc., are established by a fraudster using the consumer’s Social Security Number 

(SSN) or other identity information.  When the fraudster runs up charges and doesn’t 

pay, the identity theft victim may eventually get the bill.  But even if the victim 

doesn’t have to pay the bogus charges, it’s highly likely that the victim’s credit report 

and score will be damaged, making it difficult or impossible for the victim to obtain 

credit, get a job, etc.   

 

 Medical services are provided to a fraudster, who assumes someone else’s identity to 

obtain these services.  Not only will the identity theft victim be stuck with the bill for 

these services, but the victim’s own medical history may be contaminated by 

information about treatment that was provided to the fraudster instead. 

 

http://www.nist.gov/nstic/
http://www.nist.gov/nstic/
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 Fraudsters are able to break into an individual’s financial accounts by stealing login 

credentials such as passwords and answers to challenge questions.  Fraudsters can 

then move money out of these accounts in various ways. 

 

 Fraudsters obtain merchandise and other services without paying, using stolen credit 

card information or bank account information, to bill the charges to the victim’s credit 

card, or to setup payment directly from a victim’s bank account.  In both cases, it is 

up to the victim to notice the bogus credit card charges or debits from his/her bank 

account, and challenge them in a timely manner. 

 

 A fraudster obtains employment using someone else’s SSN.  This results in the 

employer reporting those wages to the IRS using the SSN of the identity theft victim, 

causing the IRS to believe that the identity theft victim earned more wages than the 

victim actually reported.  

 

 A fraudster using someone else’s SSN files a false tax return and claims a tax refund.  

The identity theft victim cannot then file his/her tax return, since a tax return has 

already been filed using the victim’s SSN.  This prevents or delays the victim from 

receiving any tax refund he/she may be entitled to.    

 

 A fraudster is able to obtain someone’s credit report by impersonating that person 

using stolen personal information for identification and authentication purposes.   

 

 A fraudster is able to login to someone else’s social networking account, and change 

personal information about the account owner, or lock that person out of his/her 

account.   

 

In addition to these online examples of identity fraud, impersonation also occurs via 

“social engineering” over the phone when a fraudster who knows some personal 

information about someone, such as the person’s credit card number, can trick a customer 

service representative into allowing the fraudster to make changes to the victim’s 

account. 

 

All of these examples result from the service provider’s inability or unwillingness to 

adequately verify that someone seeking a service from it, and presenting personal or other 

kinds of information for identification or authentication purposes, is who they claim to 

be.  While some of this may be a result of sloppy business practices on the part of service 

providers, the most significant cause is a lack of usable and cost-effective means for high 

assurance authentication of identity-related claims made by persons seeking to enroll in 

high value, identity-dependent consumer services, or to access existing services already 

tied to specific identities.       

 

Some may argue that having better control over one’s personal information is the solution 

to identity theft.  However, individuals only have limited control over who has access to 

their personal information.  While greater control over the distribution of (and access to) 

one’s personal information would help people to keep their information private, the 
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harms noted above only occur when a service provider acts on that information.  Trying 

to prevent identity theft by keeping one’s personal information “secret” is like trying to 

prevent someone from accessing your online bank account by keeping your password 

secret.  Although it is effective to some extent, a better approach is to establish more 

secure and usable forms of authentication that do not depend solely on information 

known by a potential fraudster.    

 

Although our focus here is identity theft and the harms that are experienced by consumers 

when their identities are “stolen”, service providers are also harmed when fraudsters are 

able to successfully claim synthetic identities by simply making up identity information.  

Participation in an identity ecosystem will also help service providers to better detect 

fraud based on synthetic identities. 

 

An NSTIC-Compliant Identity Ecosystem for Preventing Identity Theft 

 

Definitions 

 

The basis for an NSTIC-conformant identity ecosystem is a trust framework that specifies 

the rules and criteria by which participants in the identity ecosystem agree to “trust” each 

other.  We’ll define a consumer as a member of the general public who is acting on 

his/her own behalf, and not on the behalf of an employer or other organization, for the 

purpose of obtaining and using high value, identity-dependent services.  Identity can be 

defined as a specific set of attributes (i.e., name, gender, date of birth, etc.) that serve to 

uniquely identify a consumer for the purpose of the service being provided.  The 

definition of identity may therefore depend on the type of identity-dependent service that 

is being provided.  An identity claim refers to the specific attribute values that identify a 

particular consumer to a service provider. 

 

A service provider is an entity (such as a bank, government agency, healthcare provider, 

etc.) that provides a high value, identity-dependent service to a consumer.  The harms to a 

consumer noted above occur if an identity thief is able to successfully impersonate a 

given individual to the service provider by means of stolen personal information or other 

means.  Successful impersonation occurs if the service provider (a) accepts the identity 

thief’s fraudulent claim to someone else’s identity for the purpose of enrolling in a new 

service under the “stolen” identity, or (b) allows the identity thief to access an existing 

service that was previously established under the stolen identity.   

 

We’ll also define an identity provider as an entity that can provide an assertion or verified 

identity claim or other type of electronic claims token to a service provider that either 

confirms or refutes a person’s claim to a particular identity [“Identity as a Service”].  This 

requires that a consumer first establish a relationship with an identity provider in which 

the consumer’s identity is established to a high degree of assurance (identity proofing), 

and that the subsequent issuance of an identity assertion or claims token by the identity 

provider on behalf of the consumer is dependent upon the ability of that consumer to 

successfully authenticate to the identity provider using an appropriate high assurance 

credential based on strong, multifactor authentication. 
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Service providers and identity providers also act as relying parties if they rely on some 

type of credential or claims token in order to authenticate consumers. 

 

Since we’ve defined a consumer’s identity as a set of attributes whose values are of 

importance to a provider of the service that the consumer is seeking, the scope of the 

identity proofing that must be performed by an identity provider will depend on the 

requirements of the service provider.  This suggests that various types of trust 

communities will emerge, each of which may be governed by its own trust framework, 

with the service providers within each trust community having a similar set of attribute 

requirements for identification of new customers or users.  Examples of potential trust 

communities include healthcare and financial services. 

 

Rationale 

 

A widely adopted identity ecosystem would help service providers detect fraudulent 

identity claims, if they choose to do so.  A main benefit of such an identity ecosystem is 

that service providers who need to detect fraudulent identity claims made by those 

seeking to enroll in new high-value, identity-dependent services can rely on verified 

claims from trusted identity providers, rather than trying to verify identity claims 

themselves, or ignoring the issue entirely.  Establishing the incentives for service 

providers to use such capabilities for authentication of identity claims, however, remains 

a topic for public policy debates. 

 

Once a service provider and a consumer establish a high value relationship, and the 

consumer’s identity is known to the service provider with a high degree of assurance as a 

result of reliance on a verified claim from an identity provider, the consumer will need to 

subsequently authenticate to the service provider if ongoing access to the service is 

needed.  At this point, reliance on “identity as a service” from a trusted identity provider 

every time a consumer needs to access a protected resource may be problematic for 

several reasons: 

 identity providers will be able to track and monitor when consumers access their 

accounts and protected resources, leading to potential privacy concerns; 

 consumers will not be able to access their accounts / protected resources if their 

identity provider is not available for any reason, leading to reliability issues; 

 cost to the service provider may become an issue, depending on whether (and how) 

service providers must compensate identity providers.   

 

Due to these concerns, an NSTIC-compliant identity ecosystem should make it feasible 

for service providers to directly authenticate returning consumers using strong 

authentication technology, without reliance on third party entities such as identity 

providers.    
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Identity Ecosystem Characteristics 

 

An NSTIC-compliant identity ecosystem with the following characteristics could help 

ensure that service providers can adequately verify the identity claims of those seeking 

high-value services, while at the same time providing consumers with greater protection 

against certain forms of identity theft.  Such an identity ecosystem should:  

 

 be based on one or more trust frameworks, adopted by corresponding trust 

communities, that enable service providers to trust credentials and identity 

assertions issued by identity providers within the trust community, and that enable 

consumers to have a certain degree of assurance against being impersonated 

within the trust community;  

 

 enable consumers to easily designate an entity that has verified the consumer’s 

identity to a high degree of assurance (such as a state motor vehicle bureau or 

other government agency, bank, credit reporting agency, etc.) and is able to act as 

a trusted identity provider for the purpose of authenticating or rejecting a claim to 

the consumer’s identity made by someone seeking to enroll in, or establish, a 

high-value service;  

 

 enable service providers or identity providers to easily provision digital 

credentials and private keys on the devices that will be used by consumers for 

authentication purposes (“bring your own device”); 

 

 allow consumers to store all their digital credentials / keys on a single device in 

the consumer’s possession, and allow the synchronization of these credentials / 

keys among multiple devices;  

 

 enable consumers to easily use these digital credentials/keys on their devices in 

order to authenticate themselves to appropriate relying parties;   

 

 enable consumers to be able to bind certain types of high assurance credentials,  

already present on the consumer’s device, to a high-value account or protected 

resource at a given service provider or identity provider site (“bring your own 

credential”).  This would eliminate the need for service providers or identity 

providers to issue their own high assurance credentials, but it would require that 

they be able to trust that such credentials are acceptable for providing the desired 

level of assurance needed to authenticate those consumers for access to the 

service, or to verify a claim of identity.     

 

Login Certificates and Claims Tokens 

 

In order to facilitate secure electronic commerce over the Internet, in 1995 Netscape 

developed the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol.  SSL, which evolved into the 

Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, was designed to provide a secure channel 

between service providers and their customers for conducting online transactions, as well 
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as for providing mutual authentication of service providers and consumers.  But while it 

has succeeded in achieving the first goal, it has largely failed in the second, especially as 

regards the use of client-side certificates for authentication of consumers to service 

providers / relying parties. 

 

In order to create an identity ecosystem that will have the greatest chance of successfully 

being used and adopted by consumers, we propose that as much of the technical 

functionality necessary for high assurance authentication should be “baked into” the 

internet and web infrastructure, just like TLS is incorporated into every web server and 

browser.  While it’s always a bit risky to propose a solution based on a specific 

technology, we propose that an NSTIC-compliant identity ecosystem should incorporate 

functionality needed to realize the original SSL vision of utilizing public key 

cryptography for strong, multifactor authentication
1
of users by means of client-side 

certificates.   While other strong authentication alternatives exist, the use of public key 

cryptography as described below is arguably the most resistant to being compromised, in 

comparison to the currently available alternatives.     

 

 In particular, we propose that an NSTIC-compliant identity ecosystem should support:  

 

 “Login certificates”; ie, X.509 client-side certificates (and their associated private 

keys) residing on the consumer’s device that contain no personal information 

about the consumer, and which can be bound to an existing online account or 

protected resource that the consumer controls.  Login certificates
2
 can be issued 

by a service provider for accessing that provider’s service, or the consumer can 

request that the service provider bind to the consumer’s account/resource a login 

certificate already present on his/her device.  Access to the account/resource 

would require that the consumer demonstrate control and possession of the 

associated private key.  A login certificate could also be used by a consumer to 

authenticate to an identity provider that will subsequently provide a verified 

identity claim to a service provider on behalf of the consumer.  Use of a login 

certificate would constitute two-factor authentication, provided that a PIN or 

password is required to unlock the private key associated with the user’s public 

key on the certificate.   

 

 Secure electronic claims token(s) issued by identity providers that securely 

convey verified claims about consumers, such as social security numbers, credit 

card numbers, name, birthdate, etc., in a way that service providers can have high 

assurance that the claims pertain to the person who is requesting the service.  

These claims tokens are issued by a third party identity provider and routed to the 

service provider after a consumer has first authenticated to the identity provider 

by means of a login certificate.  Such a login certificate would be bound to the 

consumer’s identity at the time of identity proofing, so that the identity provider 

                                                 
1
 Other possibilities for strong authentication exist, such as one-time passwords, sending SMS text 

messages to cellphones, etc.  However, we believe that login certificates based on public key cryptography 

provide the greatest resistance to attacks.  For instance, OTP is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks. 
2
 See A Proposed Architecture for the NSTIC Ecosystem, Francisco Corella and Karen Lewison, 2011 

http://pomcor.com/2011/07/17/a-proposed-architecture-for-the-nstic-ecosystem/
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can (in the future) issue verified claims on behalf of the consumer, after 

authentication by the consumer. 

 

o Another possibility is to utilize Access tokens that are enabled by the 

OpenID Connect protocol.  With OpenID Connect, the identity provider 

sends an Access token to the service provider, who must then use that 

Access token to access verified identity claims about an individual at the 

identity provider’s “userinfo endpoint.”    

 

The distinction between claims tokens and login certificates is necessary because, in 

many cases, it should not be necessary for service providers to obtain a claim from an 

identity provider that consists of verified identity attributes about an individual seeking to 

access an existing account or resource.  All that may be needed is assurance that the 

individual seeking access is the same one who initially established the account or 

resource.  This assurance is assumed to exist if the individual can prove, by means of the 

login certificate bound to the account/resource at enrollment, that he/she controls and 

possesses the private key associated with the certificate’s public key.   

 

In other cases, it may be necessary to provide a fuller set of claims:   

 

 This would arise when an individual is initially enrolling in a new service, and 

needs to provide verified attribute information such as name, address, birthdate, 

social security number, etc., in order to establish the account or relationship.   

 Such claims may also be required if the service requires ongoing confirmation of 

these claims at certain time intervals.    

 It also arises in the case of credit card payments, where the claims token conveys 

a tokenized version of the consumer’s credit card information (i.e., a single-use or 

one-time credit card number together with the corresponding expiration date and 

security code).   

 

Login Certificates and Pseudonymous Credentials 

 

A login certificate simply provides high assurance to a service provider or an identity 

provider that a returning user is the same person who originally enrolled.  In this note we 

have been specifically concerned with preventing identity theft, where we assume that 

someone’s identity needs to be known to a service provider with high assurance before 

that service provider will provide the desired service (where identity is defined in terms 

of specific identity attributes of interest to a service provider).   However, some services 

may not be dependent on a consumer’s identity at all, but the service provider (and 

consumer) may still require that anyone accessing the service, once established, provide a 

high assurance credential to ensure that the person seeking access is the same person who 

initially enrolled.  For instance, the service may be a cloud-based data backup service.  In 

such cases, the login certificate serves as a pseudonymous credential, meaning that it 

essentially acts as a “userID” to identify the person who setup the account or protected 

resource.  In low assurance transactions, a password is typically provided to authenticate 

a userID.  Because we still want high assurance that the person seeking access to the 
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service is the same person who initially enrolled, that assurance is provided by 

demonstrating control of the certificate’s private key.  But current trust frameworks based 

on NIST SP 800-63 associate high assurance credentials and assertions with a particular 

person’s actual identity.  We believe that emerging trust frameworks also need to support 

high assurance pseudonymous credentials, meaning that a relying party has high 

assurance that the returning user is the same person who previously enrolled, without 

regard to the person’s actual identity.      

 

When is “Identity as a Service” Justified? 

 

We can specify three types of interactions between a consumer and a service provider in 

which identity fraud can occur, and in which the service provider acts as a relying party; 

that is, interactions in which the service provider chooses to rely on a credential or 

assertion issued by an identity provider:    

 

1. A service provider and a consumer wish to establish a long-term, identity-

dependent relationship. 

- For example, a consumer applies to a bank for a new credit card or loan. 

 

2. A service provider and a consumer wish to establish a short term, identity-

dependent transient relationship.   

- For example, a consumer makes an online payment with a credit card (in 

which the credit card information is identity-dependent), or a consumer seeks 

access to his/her free annual credit report at annualcreditreport.com. 

 

3. A service provider and a consumer have already established a long term, identity-

dependent relationship, and the service provider needs a high degree of assurance 

that a person seeking to access an existing service or protected resource is the 

same person who enrolled in the service. 

- For example, a consumer wants access to his/her online medical records, or an 

online financial account. 

 

In each of these three types of interactions, a service provider could rely on an assertion 

or claim from a trusted third party identity provider to properly authenticate someone 

seeking to enroll in a new high value service, or to access an existing service.   In the first 

two interactions above, it’s assumed that the individual seeking to establish a new service 

or relationship is previously unknown to the service provider, and that the service 

provider must (to a high degree of assurance) verify the identity of anyone seeking its 

service.  In these instances, it’s entirely reasonable that the service provider might choose 

to rely on an assertion or verified claim from a trusted identity provider
3
.    

 

                                                 
3
 It’s also possible that a consumer’s device may contain “long-lived” claims tokens that were previously 

generated by an identity provider, and that could convey verified claims about the consumer to a service 

provider.  However, this possibility introduces additional complexities, so for the sake of simplicity we will 

ignore it here. 
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In the third type of interaction, it’s assumed that an ongoing relationship has already been 

established between a service provider and a consumer, and that the service provider 

needs only to verify that the person seeking access to the service or resource is the same 

person it already knows.  A third party identity provider could again issue such an 

assertion to the service provider on behalf of the person seeking access, provided that the 

person can demonstrate control of the appropriate private key.  An advantage to the 

service provider is that it does not have to maintain or issue any consumer credentials 

itself, or incorporate new technologies into its online presence to accommodate stronger 

forms of authentication.  All these things are handled by the identity provider.   

 

On the other hand, the service provider becomes dependent on the availability of a third 

party entity for routine authentication of its users, and may need to pay a fee to such an 

identity provider for this service.  From a consumer point of view, reliance on a third 

party identity provider for routine logins presents a privacy concern: those identity 

providers will know about every login the consumer does, not to mention the possibility 

of additional information sharing between the identity provider and other entities that 

may be unknown to the consumer.    For these reasons, it may be desirable for a service 

provider to issue its own login certificates to its users for routine, ongoing authentication 

to those services.  Or, a service provider may choose instead to trust and bind, to that 

consumer’s accounts / resources, a login certificate already in possession of the 

consumer.  This possibility would arise if the service provider is unable or unwilling to 

issue its own login certificates, but at a possible risk to privacy if third parties are able to 

track the use of a common login certificate among several service providers.   

 

We propose that, rather than focusing on efforts to off-load all routine authentications to 

third party identity providers, an NSTIC-compliant identity ecosystem should embrace 

the goal of fulfilling the original vision of SSL / TLS by creating a practical and usable 

way for consumers to make use of public key cryptography in the form of client-side 

certificates for strong, high assurance authentication directly to relying parties.  Such 

certificates (and their corresponding private keys) would be deployed on consumer 

devices and could be used by service providers as login certificates for routine 

authentication to existing services, and used by identity providers as login certificates for 

authentication of consumers requesting a verified identity claim or token for certain high 

value transactions.  Such transactions would include initial identity verification for new 

account enrollment, updating of critical attribute values, and online payments in which a 

tokenized credit card number or other type of payment token must be transmitted to a 

service provider.       

 

Providing Assurance to Consumers Against Impersonation 

 

The use and adoption of NSTIC-compliant credentials by individuals as well as relying 

parties such as service providers or identity providers is voluntary, and it’s unlikely that 

every provider of a high value service will require that their customers use NSTIC-

compliant, high assurance credentials when enrolling in such a service, or when accessing 

the service after enrollment.   
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Trust frameworks that are currently defined tend to be service-provider centric in that 

their main focus is to enable service providers to have a certain level of assurance about 

the identity of someone seeking a service.   In order for service providers to have this 

assurance, they will likely obtain verified personal information about such individuals 

from identity providers by means of an assertion or claims token.  To better protect the 

privacy of the consumer’s information, it’s been proposed that additional “privacy 

frameworks” be specified to help ensure that entities within the identity ecosystem that 

maintain and store personal information about individuals will treat and manage that 

information according to certain privacy constraints.    

 

While these privacy constraints provide some assurance to consumers that their personal 

information will be protected, there’s another user-centric question that has largely gone 

unaddressed. Do consumers within a trust community governed by some trust framework 

have any assurance against being impersonated within that community?  And if not, 

should they? 

 

Note that although we are concerned here about identity theft as it affects consumers, 

similar concerns exist regarding businesses as well.  For example, a small business may 

have its bank account cleaned out by thieves if various kinds of information or login 

credentials are compromised. 

 

Assurance Against Impersonation Is Different Than Protection of Personal Information 

 

One way that an individual consumer participates in a trust community is if that 

individual’s identity has been verified by an identity proofing process (at some assurance 

level), as specified by the governing trust framework.  As a result of the proofing process, 

the individual is issued a corresponding credential that can be used to assert the 

individual’s identity to relying parties within the community.    

 

The issue of impersonation that is addressed here is not a concern about an imposter 

being able to impersonate someone else during the credential-issuing process.  We’ll 

assume that the trust framework's criteria for identity proofing, credential issuance, and 

credential management provides sufficient assurance against this happening.   

 

This is also different from the privacy issue.  The question of whether an individual is 

protected against impersonation within a trust community does not strictly depend on 

how their personal information is handled by service providers or identity providers.   

 

Assuming that impersonation can be prevented during the credential-issuing process by 

means of a sufficiently rigorous identity proofing and credential management procedure, 

a consumer can still be  impersonated if service providers are willing to extend high 

value, identity-dependent services to someone who is not authenticated at the appropriate 

assurance level.   Of specific concern to the individual consumer is whether a service 

provider is willing and able to reject false claims to the consumer’s identity that are made 

by a would-be imposter. 
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Participation in Trust Communities is Voluntary 

 

If every service provider / relying party that relies on NSTIC-compliant credentials 

chooses to require everyone seeking a high value, identity-dependent service from it to 

submit such a credential (at an appropriate assurance level) for identity authentication, 

consumers would have some degree of assurance against being impersonated.   This 

might be called the “steady state” theory of identity theft prevention: identity theft would 

become rare once most consumers adopt NSTIC-compliant credentials, and most service 

providers choose to require such credentials for conducting high value, high risk 

transactions.   

 

But NSTIC adoption is voluntary, and there is no requirement that service providers 

accept NSTIC-compliant credentials, or that NSTIC-compliant credentials are required 

for conducting certain types of high value, high risk transactions.  And although identity 

fraud may be reduced if service providers who participate in the identity ecosystem 

always require authentication at the appropriate assurance level for everyone enrolling in 

identity-dependent services, such a requirement would essentially limit the customers of 

those service providers to individuals also participating in the same trust community
4
 

who possess NSTIC-compliant credentials. 

 

But if service providers offering such services do not require adequate authentication of 

everyone seeking those services, then identity thieves seeking to impersonate others can 

still be successful.   Yet it is not unreasonable for consumers who voluntarily choose to 

participate in a trust community, and who have obtained the appropriate NSTIC-

compliant credentials, to expect some degree of assurance against impersonation within 

that community.  Is there any way to provide such consumers with assurance against 

impersonation when service providers do not necessarily require authentication of 

everyone seeking a high value, identity-dependent service?     

 

How Can Assurance Against Impersonation Be Achieved in a Voluntary Identity 

Ecosystem?   

 

Providing individuals with assurance against impersonation within some trust 

community, for those individuals who possess high assurance credentials bound to their 

identities, is not specifically provided by current trust frameworks.  One possibility for 

providing such assurance to consumers may depend on some type of triggering 

mechanism that generates a request for authentication when anyone asserts the identity of 

someone who possesses an NSTIC-compliant credential, and whose identity has been 

verified by some identity provider within the trust community.   This implies that the 

identity ecosystem somehow “knows” which identities have been verified with high 

assurance within a trust community, so that someone claiming such an identity will 

trigger a request for authentication.  There are several possibilities for how such 

triggering might take place.   

                                                 
4
 Or possibly other interoperable trust communities that the service provider / relying party determines to 

offer comparable levels of assurance. 
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One possibility relies on the fact that almost all consumers who have engaged in financial 

transactions of one sort or another are likely to have a credit history and score maintained 

by one or more of the consumer reporting agencies (i.e., the “credit bureaus” Experian, 

Trans Union, and Equifax).  Providers of high value services such as credit cards, cell 

phone accounts, and other credit-dependent services often rely on knowledge of a 

consumer’s credit score (as well as other factors) in order to decide whether to enroll 

someone in such services.  Without such a credit score to assess the creditworthiness of 

applicants for high value services, service providers will usually not enroll a new 

customer in the service.    

 

As a tool against identity theft,  credit bureaus offer consumers the ability to “freeze” 

their credit reports, so that a request by a service provider for a credit report / score on an 

individual with a frozen credit report will not be granted by the credit bureau unless the 

consumer first unfreezes his/her credit report.   However, the credit freezing and 

unfreezing process is costly, time consuming, and cumbersome for the consumer.   

 

One possible way to provide consumers who participate in the identity ecosystem, and 

who possess NSTIC-compliant credentials, with some level of assurance against 

impersonation would depend on the credit bureaus allowing those consumers to 

“register” their credentials with the credit bureau
5
.  When a request for the credit score of 

any such individual is received by the credit bureau from a service provider (as part of the 

process to enroll the individual in a high value service), the credit bureau could 

voluntarily agree not to release any credit information to the service provider unless it can 

first authenticate (by means of an appropriate login certificate) that the person whose 

credit score is being requested is the same person who is seeking to enroll in the service.   

If such authentication cannot be obtained by the credit bureau, that fact could be 

transmitted to the service provider, alerting it that the individual seeking to enroll in the 

service is likely to be an imposter.     

 

Because the misuse of SSNs in the US is a key enabler of identity theft, another possible 

approach leverages a service now being offered by the Social Security Administration.  

The service allows individuals to access their Social Security statement online, after first 

authenticating to the SSA.  The SSA initially enrolls someone in the service after first 

verifying the applicant’s identity by means of “out-of-wallet
6
” knowledge-based 

questions.  This is done in partnership with one of the large credit bureaus.  Once the 

individual’s identity has been verified, the SSA issues a credential to the individual for 

future access to his/her SSA statement.  Currently this credential consists of a userID and 

password (with an option for an SMS text message to be sent to the user’s mobile phone 

for stronger authentication).  In the future, this credential could be replaced with a high 

assurance, NSTIC-compliant credential.  Such a credential would be bound to that 

person’s SSN.  Anyone attempting to use one of these “protected” SSNs to enroll in a 

                                                 
5
 Credit bureaus themselves may be identity providers within the identity ecosystem, and may issue such 

credentials directly to consumers. 
6
 Out-of-wallet questions are those whose answers cannot be determined based on information typically 

contained in a person’s wallet.  So if someone loses his/her wallet, the finder cannot impersonate that 

person based on what’s in the wallet.   
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new high value, identity-dependent service (such as opening a new credit card account) 

would trigger a request to authenticate ownership of the SSN by means of the appropriate 

NSTIC-compliant credential.    This approach implies that some sort of encrypted list of 

protected SSNs will exist in the Internet cloud, to determine which SSNs are protected.     

However, such a list may introduce other privacy concerns.  We are currently seeking to 

define and evaluate other methods for triggering an authentication request when someone 

claims a protected SSN.   

 

These two examples may help to prevent identity theft only in certain types of situations.   

They may not help to prevent every kind of identity theft; for instance, child identity theft 

or medical identity theft.  They also require cooperation from the credit bureaus and the 

Social Security Administration, as well as service providers.  But they serve as examples 

of how an identity ecosystem conformant to NSTIC principles may help to provide 

consumers with assurance against impersonation, even before widespread adoption of 

NSTIC by consumers and service providers.  Our hope is that these examples will spur 

additional suggestions or proposals by the NSTIC Steering Group and others for how 

consumer identity fraud can be prevented by adoption of an NSTIC-compliant identity 

ecosystem. 

  

Comments Welcome 

 

There are clearly a number of issues that warrant further investigation if the concepts 

discussed here are to become reality.  For instance, how will login certificates and their 

corresponding private keys be provisioned on consumer devices?  How can private keys 

be protected on consumer devices such as mobile phones and consumer-class PCs, if 

these devices do not contain special hardware modules for performing cryptographic 

functions?   

 

Can identity theft be prevented by means of the triggering mechanisms suggested here?  

If so, what threats to privacy are posed by maintaining an encrypted list of protected 

SSNs somewhere within the Internet cloud?  Can these threats be ameliorated?  What 

kinds of incentives will be needed to encourage service providers, credit bureaus, and 

others to make use of a voluntary identity ecosystem to help prevent the kinds of identity 

impersonation that can harm consumers (and service providers as well)?  

 

Or is identity theft something that simply cannot be prevented by the adoption of a 

voluntary NSTIC-compliant identity ecosystem?  Can certain types of identity theft only 

be prevented if service providers and consumers are required to adopt and use high 

assurance credentials for certain kinds of high risk transactions? 

 

We are interested in receiving any comments you may have.  Please send these comments 

to the author at nstic@bobpinheiro.com.  Thank you. 
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